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Your Problems 

Desktop application 
Once application is installed in one system, user can not change 
the system. In case of data corruption, back-up is not available. 
Moreover, Users can’t work from home or on holidays. 
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Our Solutions 

Online 
Software 

CD and installation required 
Users need to wait for the technician to come and install the 
application. For any changes, user need to call the software 
vendor again and again. 

 Instant 
Activation 

No Dashboard 
Status of the users , XBRL completion and validation should 
automatically be provided using dashboard. However, desktop 
application lack this feature which makes it difficult for users to 
track progress. 

 Comprehensive 
Dashboard 

Complicated Taxonomy 
The taxonomy of current desktop applications  are same as 
provided by MCA. However, in these taxonomies, there is lot of 
scope for simplification and synchronization of disclosures. i Simplified 

Taxonomy 

No Maker-Checker 
Like in banks, one person initiates a transaction and other 
person authenticates that. Once XBRL data entry is done, it 
should to be verified by professional. In current softwares, 
there is no such provision. 

Inbuilt  
Maker-Checker 

MCA Validation Tool errors 
Most of the desktop application uses MCA validation tool for 
error rectification. However, the errors thrown by this tool is 
difficult to interpret and users are not even able to understand 
these errors. 
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Easy 

Validation Tool 

PDF Output 
To see the output after the conversion into XBRL, all desktop 
applications uses PDF output of MCA Validation tool. However, 
this output has various unwanted parents and members, which 
confuses users. 

 
Online 

Previewer 
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Why bigXBRL ? 



Online Compliance 
Get Instant Activation on registration of bigXBRL. No need to wait 
for vendor’s representative to come and install XBRL software in 
your system.  No need to keep CD for future issues. Also enjoy auto-
update of application for any changes made by MCA in taxonomy. 
No need to download and install the patch for updating the version 
of XBRL software. BigXBRL can be accessed from any system and 
from anywhere, using secured login credentials.  

Simplified Disclosure 
Easy and synchronized Disclosure as per users requirement. The 
taxonomy of bigXBRL is highly simplified. All related disclosures are 
listed together under various separate heads, so as to make sure 
that users doesn’t misses any XBRL disclosures. For e.g.  In other 
softwares, Long term trade receivables and short term trade 
receivables shall be present under two different heads, whereas in 
bigXBRL, under the head “Trade Receivables”, Long-Term and Short-
Term disclosures are synchronized. 

Summary Based 
Reconciliation of Balance Sheet values with schedules. As per 
MCA Taxonomy, values of Balance Sheet must be reconciled 
with the values entered in related disclosures. In bigXBRL, users 
can easily match the values of Balance Sheet with related 
disclosures and know the difference (if any). Users don’t need 
to wait for validation of XBRL output. Automatic notification 
shall appear on screen if there is any difference in these two 
values. 

bigXBRL Advantage 

Comprehensive Dashboard 
Control your data and know real-time status. For every 
disclosure of MCA XBRL Taxonomy, Users need to enter data, 
validate and generate output. It is difficult to handle such a large 
data, just by remembering the issues. Comprehensive Dashboard 
provides users a platform to control their data and know the 
status for all disclosures together on one single screen. Using 
notifications, It also alerts the user for any major validation and 
update for XBRL completion. 
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Interactive Viewer 
Online View of XBRL data with Printing option. An Online 
Rendering Engine that enables users to view the entered 
XBRL data before submitting it to MCA. Its interface is 
designed to provide an experience, where users can easily 
compare Financial Reports to XBRL Reporting. Users can 
verify values online instead of matching various statements 
with PDF. User also gets Easy Printing feature with “multiple 
disclosure selection” option. 

Easy Validation Tool 
Powerful Validation Tool where users can easily correct errors. 
Understanding the errors of MCA Validation tool is very difficult. The 
In-built Validation Engine of bigXBRL is designed in a manner which 
will help users to interpret the errors easily. Now, for correcting 
errors, users don’t need to keep navigating to various pages, users 
can correct all the errors in one-single Page. For making it more easy, 
errors have been categorized in 4 heads, users can correct these 
errors in a sequential manner. 

Maker-Checker 
Get your XBRL verified online by your Chartered Professional. 
Users can get XBRL certified by their Chartered Professional using 
Online Tool. This tool allows user to appoint a checker using e-mail ID, 
Checker shall verify the document and reply to maker with comments. 
Now, maker can correct the errors and submit the verified XBRL 
report to MCA. Using this tool, users can get XBRL report verified 
within a day. 

Expert Support Team 
Talk to our XBRL Reporting Experts and get instant solution. 
Our customer support team have a vast experience in XBRL reporting of both 
SEC(US) XBRL and MCA(India) XBRL reporting. The Export team compromise of 
CA, CS, LLB, engineers who shall dedicatedly solve your issues and cater you 
need in MCA XBRL reporting. 

bigXBRL Advantage 

view 
online 



• bigASSISTANT 
Option to opt for Assisted filing by Experts. Outsource your XBRL reporting to us. Our Expert 
team of CA, CS, Lawyer works on your behalf to provide you validated XBRL output with ZERO 
errors. You just need to provide your financial statements relevant for XBRL, our Experts shall 
provide you a SAMPLE XBRL OUTPUT through online Interactive Viewer Tool. You can verify the 
values and reply with your comments. After correcting errors, our experts shall provide you 
with a validated XBRL output to be submitted to MCA. 

• bigVALIDATOR 
Free* tool for MCA XBRL validation and removing of errors. No matter which software you 
have used XBRL data entry, just upload XBRL output to bigVALIDATOR and start validating. It 
describes the error in an elaborated manner and help users to correct the errors in one-go. 
 
Understanding the errors of MCA Validation tool is very difficult. The In-built Validation Engine 
of bigVALIDATOR is designed in a manner which will help users in fast removal of errors. For 
making it more easy, errors have been categorized in 4 heads, users can correct these errors in 
a sequential manner. 
 
 
* Free for one Instance only 

Other XBRL Solutions 

Visit us as : 

www.bigfiling.com 
E-mail : info@bigfiling.com 

Call us at : 
+ 91 9741 277 800 
+91 8892 314 153 

To partner with us, 
e-mail : 

partner@bigfiling.com 
Call us at : 

+ 91 9741 277 800 
+91 8892 314 153 
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